GSLC P & F MEETING MINUTES – May 2016

Meeting – 18th May 2016, Time 6:30pm, Place: Library

OPENING: Renee Allan

PRESENT: Ian Sutor, Tara Clarke, Tracey Stevens, Tim Lambert, Alison Girt, Karen von Homeyer, Deborah Hamilton and Renee Allan

APOLOGIES: Emma Bostelman, Robyn, Jason Hauser, Anthony Dyer and Effie Diacos

FINANCIAL STATEMENT:

MOTHERS DAY:

- $3513 gross
- Rest of the stock to be sold at fair (farm stall). The quality of the products was very good
- Left over candles are to be rebadged for fair or they can be customized
- Query whether there are any legal issues selling candles without ingredients and warnings – generally group said no
- Renee queried whether the Mothers Day stall should include DIY activities for children. Photo frames etc could be decorated by children and this would provide a cheaper option for the children
- It was agreed that we need better communication with the secondary school so they know when these type of events are available to them
- School sport camps held on those days took children off campus

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES:

- Class representatives need to be arranged earlier in the year from now on. Tim suggested it be done at the meet-the-teacher night. This will be the plan from now on

END OF YEAR GALA BALL:

- Invites need to be arranged soon. Query selling at the Shepherds Fair
- The team has sourced a donor who will provide all the décor for the room
- Suggested that Matt Q might like to MC?
- Option for an auction prize being a trip to a lodge in South Africa
- No photographers chosen yet
- Costing for first drink is $4.50 – a special price for GSLC
- Theme is "gold and white"
DISCO:

- Tickets are still available but glow sticks are limited to early ticket holders. The girls get flashing starfish glow sticks and the boys get glow glasses
- 122 tickets bought for P-2
- 119 tickets bought for 3-6
- Alison has negotiated great rate for pizzas

WINTER FAMILY FUN:

- Ideas discussed: family disco night, family picnics, fire works night, ice skating rink, spit roast, family golf day and camping on the school oval

PETER PAN MUSICAL:

- Chips, drinks (inc. wine and beer) and popcorn will be available for sale
- Roster to be made up and circulated for volunteers to man the canteen

SHEPHERDS FAIR:

- Radio station might air from the fair (TBC)
- Raffle prizes include a $1000 Belmondos voucher and a thermomix
- $7500 worth of goods have been donated to the silent auction
- The library will be open for the 30th anniversary display
- Food stalls have been booked
- Lolly stall and cakes to be worked out by Emma and Karen
- There are 20 sponsors
- Query incorporating a classic car show into the fair to garner interest from outside. Parents of students from outside can bring their classic cars in to get more people through the doors

SECOND HAND UNIFORM SALE:

- Renee queried whether we should do another second hand uniform sale. Karen advised it will be done as part of the vintage stall at the fair. We will need to go through the clothes to see what is still good. Query whether we can do anything with old uniforms that are too big and won’t sell – can these go to charity? Deborah to help sort uniforms

WISHLIST REQUESTS:

- Barbara Hook has requested jackets for the music group trip to NZ. Cost of this is $2500. The P & F felt it may open up issues for future donations. Query whether the P & F fund the cost of the jackets and they give the jackets back for future use. This issue to be discussed further with Anthony.

NEXT MEETING: Wednesday 8th June 2016